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Issues arising from researching African Theatre: Contemporary Women (2015)
* Accessing artists (vastness and diversity of continent, resources needed: time, travel, spaces)
* The paucity of work by women that has been published 
* Similar patterns in theatre & festival programming

In contrast to the richness and number of new plays being written, created, directed & 
performed by women in Africa 

Background to the project

(From diasporas, 1990) 
(18 new and recent works by African American, Asian 
American, Latina American and Native American 
playwrights, 2007)

(About women, 1998) Only anthology of plays by African 
women, 2008, until 2019)

All edited by Kathy Perkins

The importance of decolonising methodologies – given the ways in which  colonialism continues to haunt the present, & is 
being challenged by youths vis a viz curricula, etc … cf. #Rhodesmustfall



In 2015, GSM reported that, ‘The mobile industry in Sub-Saharan Africa continues to scale rapidly, reaching 367 million
subscribers in mid-2015’ (2018), and by 2017 there were 455m subscribers in the region representing a 43% penetration
(GSM 2018a).

Mobile technology in Africa: background research 

Need for mindfulness regarding digital inequalities vis a viz gender, race, and socioeconomic status (Cooper & Weaver, 
2003; diMaggio et al., 2004; Junco, 2013).

Feature phones – format of information for these phones is stripped-down and largely text-based, tailored to be low 
bandwidth for a low latency browsing experience, and to save on data transfer costs. 
E.g. Opera, a feature phone browser had over 50% market share of mobile web traffic in Africa for 2016 (GlobalStats, 2016). 

UK-SA company, 
http://www.every1mobile.net/

E1M was desirable because of their
- multi-device platform expertise for users in Africa
- experience running projects in multiple countries, involving development 

topics such as sexual health, digital and financial literacy, business skills, family 
planning, gender and nutrition; reaching millions of people

- processes for collecting data generated from their online platforms and use of 
web analytics to measure and report to us

- willingness to work with us to create a dialogic platform



AHRC project – 2015-2017

The app

The network has three primary functions: 
- to facilitate women creative practitioners from

Africa or diasporas increasing their visibility 
and connectivity beyond their specific regions, 
to access work and artists nationally and 
internationally, 

- to highlight events in which our creative 
practitioners are involved or may be interested 
,

- to facilitate critical engagement, via forums on 
topics based around both researchers’ and 
community’s issues. 
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Social media specialist Mark Schaefer’s noted a ‘shift taking place from social media to private 
media’ in 2016. GetSocial has suggested that in 2017 ‘private sharing is twice as large as public 
sharing (qtd in Rayson, 2018:10). 

Launch 30 June 2015. By February 2017: 115 registered participants 
from 18 countries, with some 6126 cumulative unique global visitors. 
From June 2015-June 2017  - +10 000 sessions, over 22 000 pages 
viewed, 140 registered users from 21 countries. 2019 - +280 
participants .



Symposium 2017:  
Breaking Boundaries: African 
Women Writing on the Edges 
of Race, Gender and Identity

Meet face to face 

Collectively see and discuss shows: 

Mothertongue’s Langeberg Youth Group’s Mama Ruby

Sara Shawaari’s Niqabi Ninja

Workshops 

• Writing

• Artists’ challenges?

• What makes a safe spaces for women to ‘speak’? 

• Who can speak, about what? (gender, race, rel ..)

• Access to festivals & effect



Efficacy of platforms 

Online engagements: ‘digital residents’ versus 
‘digital visitors 

understanding what motivates behaviours

… placing the emphasis on motivation allows for a 
wide variety of practices which span all age groups and 
does not require individuals to be boxed, inexorably, in 
one category or the other. Both ‘place’ and ‘tool’ have 
the capacity to incorporate motivation. Questions such 
as: ‘What am I going there for?’, ‘What am I hoping to 
achieve?’, ‘Which place best serves my purpose?’, ‘How 
long do I intend to stay?’, ‘Have I got the skills that I 
need?’ and ‘Am I happy to be on my own, or would I 
prefer to be in company?’ all fit within the Visitors and 
Residents paradigm and transcend issues such as age, 
technological ‘geekishness’, and the development of the 
brain, while still recognising that individuals may have a 
greater or less well developed natural aptitude for using 
technology and that some may never move (we avoid the 
term ‘progress’) beyond a low–level engagement of 
selecting a small range of tools for a limited number of 
purposes. (White & Le Cornu, 2011:10)
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